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13. C y c 1 a s s i m i lis, Say. Owen Sound. 

(page 270) 

14.Cyclas partumeia? Say. Ama
goos Creek (Batch-ah-w~h-nah Bay); Tequame-

rien River. 

15. Cyclas A very small species 
was found in great numbers in the stomachs of 
white/ish at Marquette in the beginning of July. 

16. Psidium dubium ? Say. Tequa
menen River. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: MALACOLOGIA, A NEW INTERNATIONAL MALACOLOGICALJOURNAL 

Thanks to a great deal of hard work and some 
sound planning on the part of several malacolo
gists, the Institute of Malacology. 2415 South 
Circle Drive, Ann Arbor, Michigan, will now 
publish MALACOLOGIA, an International Jour
nal of Malacology. Volume l, No. 1, is dated 
September 1962 and sample pages have been 
distributed by mail to the maiacological frater
nity. 

The following statements by the Editors will 
make the scope and goals of this new publica
tion clear: 

"There is a definite need for a malacological 
journal which publishes longer papers (i.e. , those 
over 7-10 pag~s). No publication now exists 
which can handle such papers on an international 
scale, and very few local journals can publish 
long papers. Expansion of one of the present lo
cal malacological journals into a larger, inter
national journal seems to be neither possible 
nor economically feasible. The need for such 
a publication is becoming more and more acute 
with the current rapid increase in malacological 
research. 

"The Institute ofMalacology, a non-profit 
organization, proposes to publish an interna tion
al journal of malacology, M a 1 ac o 1 o gi a , 
planned specifically for lengthy and significant 
papers. The journal will have an international 
editorial board of competent and well-known 
malacologists, will publish in five languages, 
and will be inexpensive enough to ensure a re
latively large subscription." 

A grant from the National Science founda
tion assures publication of MALACOLOGIA for 
the initial period during which it can become 
known and supported. The directions to auth
ors prepared by the Editors, emphasize the high 
quality and interest of the journal. We quote 
these directions, in part. 

"M a 1 a co 1 o gi a will publish original mo
nographS and longer papers devoted primarily 
or· exclusively to the study of mollusks. It aims 
to provide a common medium for such different 
aspects of malacology as anatomy, ecology, 
medical malacology, paleontology, physiology, 
and taxonomy. The journal will try to combine 
scholarly standards with prompt publication. All 
manuscripts. will be reviewed by at least two edi
tors. 

~'Manuscripts (for the time being) may be 
in English, french, German, Russian or Spanish. 
They must contain a concise but adequate a b
stract for translation into the other languages. 

"Style will be changed as little as possible, 
and then mainly in places of possible ambiguity 
or where economy of space may be achieved. 
Contributors in. the English language are advised 
to follow the recommendations of the "Style Ma
nual for Biological Journals" .... " 

. STERKIANA offers MALACOLOGIA all best 
wishes for success and urges all malacologists 
who read this announcement to subscribe to this 
new journal. 




